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Abstract
Measurements have been made in the OPAL experiment at LEP of the inclusive production
of strange vector (1020) and K

(892)
0
mesons, and the tensor meson K

2
(1430)
0
. The overall
production rates per hadronic Z
0
decay have been determined to be 0:1000:0040:007 (1020)
mesons, 0:74  0:03  0:03 K

(892)
0
mesons and (for x
E
< 0:3) 0:19  0:04  0:06 K

2
(1430)
0
mesons. The measurements for the vector states update previously published results based on
lower statistics, while the K

2
(1430)
0
rate represents the rst direct measurement of a strange
tensor state in Z
0
decay. For the vector states, both the overall production rates and normalised
dierential cross sections, with respect to the scaled energy variable x
E
, have been compared
to JETSET and HERWIG predictions. The peak positions in the  = ln(1=x
p
) distributions
have been measured and found to be consistent with measurements of other hadron states.
(to be submitted to Zeitschrift fur Physik C)
The OPAL Collaboration
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1 Introduction
The inclusive production rates for a large number of identied meson and baryon states have
now been measured in hadronic Z
0
decays. For mesons containing only light quarks (u, d, s),
results have been published for all the pseudoscalar states [1, 2, 3] and all the vector mesons [4,
5, 6, 7] except the !(782). However, only one scalar meson, the f
0
(980), and one tensor meson,
the f
2
(1270), have been reported [6, 7].
A number of QCD-based Monte Carlo models exist which allow interpretation of measure-
ments of meson production. In JETSET [8], for example, a number of variable parameters can
be tuned to reproduce the observations. The values of these parameters may be interpreted
as providing information about the nature of the fragmentation process. Measurements of
light mesons, as well as of baryons, in all of the various spin-parity and strangeness states are
therefore required to provide a full picture of the parton fragmentation.
In this paper, we present results from a sample of 1.2 million multihadronic Z
0
decays
recorded by the OPAL detector at LEP between 1990 and 1992. We give measurements of the
production rates of the strange vector K

(892)
0
and (1020) mesons, updating the previous
OPAL results [4] and providing a signicant improvement in precision. In addition we report
the rst measurement of the strange tensor K

2
(1430)
0
meson. We reconstruct the K

mesons in
their K



decay modes, and the (1020) in K
+
K
 
. For the vector states we study, in addition
to the fragmentation functions and overall multiplicities, the dependence of the dierential cross
sections on the variable  = ln(1=x
p
), where x
p
is the scaled meson momentum. This allows
comparisons to be made with predictions of the modied leading log approximation in QCD,
using local parton-hadron duality.
2 Data Selection
The OPAL detector is described fully in reference [9]. For the present analysis only information
from the central tracking system was used. This consists of a vertex detector for accurate
position measurement near the interaction region, a large jet chamber providing a maximum
of 159 individual r-
1
position and ionisation energy loss (dE=dx) measurements per track,
and an outer layer of z-chambers for the determination of track end points in z. In 1991
a silicon microvertex detector [10] was installed in the experiment around the beam pipe.
Position measurements made by this detector were used, when available, in the reconstruction
of charged tracks for the analysis. The complete tracking system lies within an axial magnetic
eld of 0.435 T produced by a solenoidal coil. The two-particle mass resolution typically varies
from 5 MeV to 20 MeV depending on the mass and momentum of the reconstructed state. A
track with the maximum number of energy loss measurements has a dE=dx resolution of 3.5%.
For every charged track in each event of the 1.2 million hadronic Z
0
decays (selected as
described in [11]) the following quality cuts were applied. Tracks were required to have at
least 20 space point measurements in the jet chamber and a point of closest approach to the
interaction point of within 40 cm in z and 5 cm in the r- plane. The radius of the rst
measured space point for each track was required to be less than 75 cm. A minimum transverse
momentum with respect to the beam axis of 0.15 GeV/c was demanded and only tracks with
1
A right-handed coordinate system is used by OPAL, where positive z is along the electron beam direction
and r and  are the usual cylindrical polar coordinates.
3
polar angles between 21.6

and 158.4

were included. If at least ve tracks passed these cuts
then the event was considered for the analysis and tested for energy and momentum balance.
The event was rejected if the magnitude of the total reconstructed momentum vector of the
selected tracks was greater than 40% of the centre of mass energy, or if the total visible energy
summed over all charged tracks (assuming all tracks to be pions) was less than 20% of the total
available. For the subsequent inclusive meson analyses, only those tracks with momentum
p > 0:25 GeV/c, polar angle j cos j  0:72 and which contained z information from the z-
chambers were used. After these cuts, 925 453 events were left from the original sample, with
an average of 11.54 selected tracks per event.
Approximately one million hadronic events generated by the Monte Carlo program JETSET
version 7.3 were used in the analysis. The parameters of the JETSET model had been tuned [12]
so that the program reproduced many global features of multihadronic events as observed at
LEP. The events were passed through a full simulation of the OPAL detector [13] as well as
the event reconstruction software and nally subjected to the same selection process as for the
real data.
In addition to this JETSET Monte Carlo sample, 140 000 fully simulated events were taken
from a Monte Carlo program based on the default HERWIG 5.5 model [14]. This sample was
used to check for systematic eects which may arise from the JETSET model of fragmentation.
The HERWIG events were also used to determine the experimental acceptance for the K

2
(1430)
0
analysis since the JETSET event sample did not contain tensor mesons.
To correct for shortcomings in the simulation of track matching between the jet chamber
and z-chambers in the central tracking system, a weight was assigned to each of the selected
Monte Carlo tracks. These weights were based on a study in both data and Monte Carlo of the
distribution of transverse momentum and polar angle of tracks which included z information
from the z-chambers. These weights varied between 0.94 and 1.08, with a mean value of 1.01.
The overall uncertainty in these weights, which amounted to 0.8%, was taken into account in
the nal evaluation of systematic uncertainties.
3 Particle identication
Particle identication was carried out on a track by track basis using ionisation energy loss
(dE=dx) information. Each track was required to have at least 20 separate points of dE=dx
measurement in the central tracking chamber and ionisation loss less than 40 keV/cm, in order
to remove tracks that would not be well simulated. Given that the separation in mean dE=dx
between particle types depends strongly on momentum [15] it was not possible to identify kaons
across the entire momentum range. A study of this eect was carried out in [4] and the same
limits were applied in the present analysis: no tracks were identied as kaons between 0.8 and
2.0 GeV/c.
For a given track a 
2
probability, or dE=dx weight, was calculated for each of the four
candidate particle types (electrons, pions, kaons and protons). If at least one of the four weights
was above 0.05 then the track was assigned to the particle type corresponding to the largest 
2
probability. Using this procedure on the data, 10.23 tracks per event on average were assigned
a particle type. The dierence in mean track multiplicity between real data and the weighted
Monte Carlo sample was only 0.6% for all tracks and 0.3% for those tracks with a particle type
assigned to them from the identication process.
4
4 Two-particle invariant mass spectra
For each event the KK two-particle invariant mass was calculated for all two track combinations
where both tracks were identied as kaons. The K invariant mass was constructed for each
kaon candidate combined with all the other tracks in the event. Pion identication was not used
in the construction of the K mass spectra as it would introduce further systematic uncertainty
to the measurement without a signicant reduction in the background. The invariant mass
spectra were formed in various ranges of the scaled energy variable x
E
dened by
x
E
= E=E
beam
, (1)
where E is the combined energy of the two particles and E
beam
is the LEP beam energy for the
event. In the analysis of the KK spectra six regions of x
E
were considered, while the data were
split into 10 regions for the K plots.
Separate histograms were used to record neutral and doubly charged combinations. Fig-
ures 1 and 2 show the resultant mass spectra for KK and K combinations, integrated over x
E
.
The JETSET Monte Carlo plots have been normalised to the same total number of selected Z
0
decay events as the data, in order to make a direct comparison.
In the KK spectra the (1020) signal is clearly visible in the neutral combinations. Apart
from the intensity of the signal, the Monte Carlo simulates the shape of the data well, although
there are small discrepancies in both plots just above threshold. This may be due partly to the
eects of Bose-Einstein correlations which are not simulated in the Monte Carlo.
In the K mass spectra the signal to background ratio for the K

(892)
0
is much smaller
than for the (1020) due mainly to the large excess of combinatorial K pairs in comparison
to KK combinations. In order to enhance the signal, the spectra for doubly charged K
combinations were subtracted from those for neutral combinations on a bin by bin basis; the
resultant `subtracted' plot is shown for the entire x
E
range in gure 3.
As the simulated events contain a record of the origin of each measured track it is possible to
break down the JETSET Monte Carlo invariant mass spectra into their constituent parts. Some
of the main features of the KK and K mass spectra are shown in gures 4 and 5. These consist
of the signal, the combinatorial background and backgrounds from the decay of other states,
where one or both of the decay particles have been misidentied, resulting in a distorted signal
from the miscalculated invariant mass (referred to as reections). One particularly important
background of this type is from the decay of the (770)
0
to two charged pions. According to
the Monte Carlo the reection lies under the K

(892)
0
peak so that a good understanding of
this background is vital to the analysis.
5 Particle identication eciency
As the Monte Carlo sample is used extensively in the analysis it is important to check the
consistency of particle identication eciencies between the simulated data and those measured
from the detector. To this end, eciencies for kaon identication were measured directly from
the invariant mass spectra in the real data and compared to values deduced from the Monte
Carlo simulation.
For each of the K
+
K
 
mass plots in the real data (in 6 bins of x
E
) the (1020) signal was
tted using the appropriate Monte Carlo background and a signal shape parametrised using
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Figure 1: Two-particle invariant mass spectra for (a) selected K
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Figure 5: Composition of the `subtracted' JETSET Monte Carlo K mass spectrum.
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xE
region for  
data

MC

MC
=
data
0.025 { 0.071 0:78  0:05 0:799  0:010 1:02  0:07
0.071 { 0.150 0:87  0:04 0:830  0:005 0:96  0:05
0.150 { 0.215 0:85  0:05 0:837  0:006 0:99  0:06
0.215 { 0.300 0:78  0:05 0:824  0:006 1:06  0:07
0.300 { 0.454 0:78  0:05 0:818  0:007 1:04  0:07
0.454 { 1.000 0:80  0:07 0:777  0:010 0:97  0:08
Table 1: Comparison of kaon identication eciencies for data and Monte Carlo.
the convolution of a relativistic Breit-Wigner and a Gaussian to account for the experimental
resolution. The particle identication criteria were then relaxed so that in each two track
combination only one track was required to be identied as a kaon. The ts were repeated
on the resultant mass spectra using the same signal parametrisation. From these ts the kaon
identication eciency, 
K
, can be evaluated using

K
=
2I
KK
=I
Kx
1 + I
KK
=I
Kx
, (2)
where I
KK
and I
Kx
are the  meson intensities measured from the two sets of mass plots. This
procedure was repeated on the JETSET Monte Carlo mass spectra. The kaon identication
eciency in (1020) decays was also measured directly from the Monte Carlo sample using
the knowledge of the generated and reconstructed type of each track. The two sets of Monte
Carlo eciencies were found to agree, and so the latter values, with smaller errors, were used
to compare with the data. The results of this study are given in table 1. In all the x
E
regions
the data and Monte Carlo kaon identication eciencies agree. The factors (
MC
=
data
)
2
were
applied as corrections to the measured (1020) production rates and the uncertainties on these
ratios were included as part of the overall systematic error, taken to be uncorrelated from bin
to bin in x
E
. As the kaons resulting from the (1020) decays used in this study cover a large
momentum band it was assumed that the data and Monte Carlo identication eciencies are
comparable for all kaons, including for example those from K

(892)
0
decays. The average value
of 
MC
=
data
in table 1, which amounted to 1.0, was used in the determination of the K

(892)
0
multiplicity and the average of the errors on these ratios, 0:07, was assigned as part of the
systematic uncertainty, again taken to be uncorrelated from bin to bin.
To check the assumptions made in estimating the uncertainty for each individual x
E
bin an
alternative treatment was also considered. The mass spectra summed over all six x
E
bins were
tted as described above, both for data and Monte Carlo, and the overall kaon identication
eciency extracted. The ratio 
MC
=
data
was found to be 1:000:03. The error on this ratio was
used to calculate the contribution to the systematic uncertainty on the total measured (1020)
and K

(892)
0
rates. The dierence in the systematic errors determined from this treatment
and the one described above was found to be negligible.
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xE
Region x
lw
Multiplicity =Z
0
decay 1=
had
(d=dx
E
)
0.025 { 0.071 0.046 0:031  0:003  0:005 0:67  0:07  0:12
0.071 { 0.150 0.108 0:028  0:002  0:003 0:35  0:02  0:04
0.150 { 0.215 0.182 0:013  0:001  0:002 0:20  0:01  0:03
0.215 { 0.300 0.256 0:011  0:001  0:002 0:13  0:01  0:02
0.300 { 0.454 0.372 0:010  0:001  0:002 0:06  0:005  0:01
0.454 { 1.000 0.654 0:005  0:001  0:001 0:01  0:001  0:002
0.023 { 0.025 - 0.002

-
0.023 { 1.000 - 0:100  0:004  0:007 -
* - Unobserved region, multiplicity determined using JETSET 7.3 and HERWIG 5.5
Table 2: Results for inclusive (1020) production.
6 Inclusive (1020) and K

(892)
0
production
6.1 Fitting the K
+
K
 
mass spectra
The K
+
K
 
mass spectra were tted using the minimum 
2
method in exactly the same manner
as in the earlier analysis [4]. The plots representing the six x
E
regions were tted over an
invariant mass range from the KK threshold up to 1.06 GeV. In each x
E
region the shapes
of the signal and background contributions were extracted from the appropriate Monte Carlo
mass spectra. In the t the signal intensity and the level of combinatorial background were
allowed to vary; all other contributions to the Monte Carlo mass spectra were small and were
xed at their default values. Systematic eects which may arise due to discrepancies between
the (1020) signal shape in the data and the simulation are discussed in section 6.4.
The results of the ts for each of the x
E
bins are shown in gure 6. As the Monte Carlo
mass spectra used for the ts had been normalised to the same number of Z
0
decays as in the
data, the results were a direct measurement of the data to Monte Carlo intensity ratio for the
(1020). The production rate in each of the x
E
regions could then be determined by scaling
the JETSET multiplicities and taking into account the corrections for particle identication
eciency calculated as described in section 5. To account for the small unobserved region at
low x
E
the Monte Carlo behaviour was assumed. Both JETSET 7.3 and HERWIG 5.5 were
found to predict the same correction. The measured rates for each of the x
E
bins are given
in table 2 and the overall multiplicity was determined to be 0:100  0:004  0:007 per event.
The rst quoted error is statistical and the second is an estimate of the systematic error on
the measurement, taken to be uncorrelated from bin to bin in x
E
. The scaled energy value,
x
lw
, referred to in the table, is the appropriate position within the x
E
bin used to plot the
dierential cross section, as discussed in section 6.3.
6.2 Fitting the K mass spectra
As was pointed out earlier, an understanding of the (770)
0
reection in the K mass spectra is
essential in the determination of the K

(892)
0
production rate. A study of the 
+

 
invariant
mass spectra in [4], and more recently in [16], revealed a marked dierence between the data
11
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Figure 6: Fits to the K
+
K
 
invariant mass plots in six bins of x
E
: (a) 0.025<x
E
<0.071,
(b) 0.071< x
E
<0.150, (c) 0.150< x
E
<0.215, (d) 0.215< x
E
<0.300, (e) 0.300< x
E
<0.454,
(f) 0.454<x
E
<1.000. The open histograms show the results of the ts, and the shaded plots
are the extracted (1020) signals.
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and JETSET Monte Carlo signal shapes for (770)
0
. It was suggested that the distortion
could be due to Bose-Einstein correlations which were not simulated in the default version of
JETSET. A further study of the eect on the (770)
0
line shape of these correlations and other
mechanisms was reported in [17]. There it was suggested that the shape of the 
0
signal in

+

 
mass spectra could be parametrised as a distorted relativistic Breit-Wigner, written for
a mass m as
I(m) = R(m)
"
1 + C
 
m
2

 m
2
m 
!#
, (3)
where   is the mass dependent width of the relativistic Breit-Wigner R(m) [18] and C is a
variable parameter which depends on the momentum of the 
0
, varying from around 1:0 at
low values of scaled momentum x
p
, down to zero for high momenta. The overall eect of
equation (3) is to move the peak of the 
0
background to a lower mass, by up to 40 MeV for C
equal to one.
In order to study the eect of this on the 
0
background in the K mass spectra, reections
were generated using the following procedure. Two body 
0
! 
+

 
decays were generated
using the Monte Carlo program GENBOD [19] with a line shape determined from the parametri-
sation given above. The behaviour of C was represented simply by (1 x
p
) with the momentum
spectrum of the 
0
mesons taken from JETSET.
Using the track origin information in the JETSET Monte Carlo event sample, histograms
were constructed of the variation of !K misidentication probability with momentum. These
probabilities were used to create K reections from the generated 
0
! 
+

 
decays. The
reections were plotted in the same bins of x
E
as used in the K

(892)
0
analysis. Using the
same procedure a second set of reections was generated using a normal Breit-Wigner function
as input to GENBOD rather than the above parametrisation.
Three separate sets of ts were made to the K mass spectra over an invariant mass range
from 0.64 to 1.2 GeV. For the rst ts, the JETSET (770)
0
shape (a simple non-relativistic
Breit-Wigner) was used, but for the other two the reections generated using GENBOD, with
and without distortions, were included instead, with the intensity normalised to the JETSET
value in each case. For all the ts the K

(892)
0
signal shape was taken from the Monte Carlo
mass spectra, the intensity from the (1020) background was xed to values obtained from
earlier ts to the KK spectra and all other non combinatorial backgrounds were set at JETSET
levels. The tted spectra using the JETSET (770)
0
reections are shown in gure 7.
The t results using the JETSET 
0
reection and those with generated 
0
shapes with no
distortions were consistent. This indicated that the generated reections from GENBOD were
reliable even though they had not been passed through a full detector simulation. When the

0
reections included distortion eects as parametrised by equation (3) the tted K

(892)
0
intensity was consistently lower. This was to be expected as the distortion eects move the
reected 
0
peak down in mass closer to the K

(892)
0
, thus reducing the eective tted K

intensity.
The mean of the two t values for each x
E
bin obtained using the parametrised 
0
reections
(with and without distortions) was used to calculate the overall K

(892)
0
production rate. Half
of the dierence between the two was used as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty due
to the (770)
0
reection. As in the (1020) analysis a small correction was applied for the
unobserved region in x
E
based on JETSET and HERWIG predictions. The measured rates for
each of the x
E
regions are given in table 3. The overall production rate was determined to be
0:74  0:03  0:03 K

(892)
0
mesons per hadronic Z
0
decay.
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Figure 7: Fits to the K invariant mass plots in ten bins of x
E
: (a) 0.021 < x
E
< 0.044,
(b) 0.044< x
E
<0.071, (c) 0.071< x
E
<0.107, (d) 0.107< x
E
<0.150, (e) 0.150< x
E
<0.180,
(f) 0.180< x
E
<0.215, (g) 0.215< x
E
<0.255, (h) 0.255< x
E
<0.300, (i) 0.300< x
E
<0.454,
(j) 0.454<x
E
<1.000. The open histograms show the results of the ts, and the shaded plots
are the extracted K

(892)
0
signals.
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xE
Region x
lw
Multiplicity =Z
0
decay 1=
had
(d=dx
E
)
0.021 { 0.044 0.033 0:151  0:014  0:010 6:56  0:61  0:43
0.044 { 0.071 0.057 0:121  0:019  0:016 4:48  0:70  0:59
0.071 { 0.107 0.088 0:133  0:008  0:015 3:69  0:22  0:42
0.107 { 0.150 0.127 0:097  0:006  0:009 2:25  0:14  0:21
0.150 { 0.180 0.165 0:040  0:004  0:004 1:33  0:13  0:13
0.180 { 0.215 0.197 0:037  0:004  0:004 1:06  0:11  0:11
0.215 { 0.255 0.234 0:041  0:003  0:004 1:02  0:08  0:10
0.255 { 0.300 0.278 0:031  0:003  0:003 0:69  0:07  0:07
0.300 { 0.454 0.372 0:055  0:003  0:005 0:36  0:02  0:03
0.454 { 1.000 0.661 0:026  0:002  0:002 0:05  0:004  0:004
0.020 { 0.021 - 0.011

-
0.020 { 1.000 - 0:743  0:027  0:027 -
* - Unobserved region, multiplicity determined using JETSET 7.3 and HERWIG 5.5
Table 3: Results for inclusive K

(892)
0
production.
6.3 Dierential cross sections
For both the (1020) and K

(892)
0
mesons, normalised dierential cross sections were calculated
and plotted as a function of x
E
. To determine the appropriate positions for the data points
within the x
E
bins, the procedure recommended in [20] was used. Both HERWIG and JETSET
curves in each bin were considered, but signicant dierences in the calculated positions were
found only for the highest x
E
region, which corresponded to the widest bin. For this point
the mean of the two positions was used and the dierence was taken to be the uncertainty on
the x
E
position in the bin. The resulting values, x
lw
, are given in tables 2 and 3. The results
are shown in gures 8 and 9 together with the fragmentation functions for JETSET 7.3 and
HERWIG 5.5. The x
E
bin limits are also shown on the plots, in the manner recommended
in [20]. The fragmentation function is also shown for JETSET with two parameters tuned as
described in [4] to reproduce a number of measured production rates. The JETSET parameters
altered were: the strangeness suppression factor, PARJ(2), was set to 0.245 (the default value
is 0.3) and the probability that a strange meson will have spin 1, PARJ(12), was changed from
0.6 to 0.43.
For a comparison with measurements of other hadron states the entire (1020) and K

(892)
0
analyses were repeated using bins of the variable  = ln(1=x
p
), where x
p
is the scaled meson
momentum, rather than x
E
. The modied leading log approximation in QCD with local parton-
hadron duality (MLLA+LPHD) [21] predicts that dierential cross sections with respect to this
variable should have a Gaussian-like shape. Figures 10 and 11 show the measured distributions
for (1020) and K

(892)
0
along with the Gaussian ts used to measure the peak positions. The
values of 
peak
were determined to be 2:29 0:05 and 2:40 0:04 for the (1020) and K

(892)
0
respectively.
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Figure 8: Dierential cross sections for measured and simulated (1020) production. The solid
curve indicates the prediction of JETSET 7.3 using default parameters and the dashed curve
shows the result of tuning JETSET as described in section 6.3. The HERWIG 5.5 prediction
is displayed as a dotted curve. The error bars show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainty on each point. The bin ranges are indicated by means of the short vertical lines at
the top and bottom of the plot.
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Figure 9: Dierential cross sections for measured and simulated K

(892)
0
production. The solid
curve indicates the prediction of JETSET 7.3 using default parameters and the dashed curve
shows the result of tuning JETSET as described in section 6.3. The HERWIG 5.5 prediction
is displayed as a dotted curve. The error bars show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainty on each point. The bin ranges are indicated by means of the short vertical lines at
the top and bottom of the plot.
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Figure 10: Dierential cross section for (1020) as a function of  = ln(1=x
p
). The error bars
show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty on each point. The bin ranges are
indicated by means of the short vertical lines at the top and bottom of the plot.
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Figure 11: Di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6.4 Systematic errors
The eects on the production rates of the (1020) and K

(892)
0
from the various sources of
systematic error investigated are summarised in table 4.
The normalisation procedure used to compare the data and Monte Carlo samples resulted
in an overall 1.4% error on the nal multiplicities. This came from both the reweighting of
Monte Carlo events to account for matching ineciencies between the central jet chamber and
outer z-chambers and from the model dependence of the quality cuts.
The systematic eects due to uncertainties in the kaon particle identication were calculated
using the errors on the eciency measurements described in section 5 above. The outcome of
this was a 5.6% uncertainty on the (1020) multiplicity and a 2.4% error on the K

(892)
0
.
These values turned out to be the largest contributions to the systematic errors. However it
must be noted that they stem from the ts used in the eciency measurements and should
decrease in magnitude with increased statistics.
As the (1020) is a narrow state with a natural width similar to the intrinsic mass resolution
of the detector, discrepancies in the shape of the state between the data and Monte Carlo
may have a systematic eect on the ts. To test this, both the data and JETSET Monte
Carlo K
+
K
 
mass spectra were tted to a combination of a relativistic Breit-Wigner convolved
with a Gaussian (the same signal shape as used in the eciency calculations), and a Weibull
function [22] to represent the background. The width of the Gaussian part, which provides a
measure of the resolution of the signal, was found to be compatible between the two data sets.
The ts were then repeated for the data mass spectra with the resolution xed at 1 standard
deviation from the tted resolution in the Monte Carlo. Using this procedure the intensity of
the (1020) signal was found to vary by 1%. For the K

(892)
0
meson, which has a width much
greater than the two-particle mass resolution of the detector, such systematic eects were found
to be negligible.
Bose-Einstein correlations and residual correlations represent a source of systematic errors
in the two vector states. For the (1020) the systematic errors for this eect were taken directly
from the published work [4] where a reweighting technique was used to simulate the eect in
the Monte Carlo mass plots. A 3.5% eect on the overall rate is reported from the study and
this was included in the systematics in the present analysis. For the K

(892)
0
the eect is
indirect, occurring in 
+

 
systems which are reected into the K mass plots due to  !K
misidentication. This eect has been studied as reported in section 6.2.
As there is some diculty in measuring reliably the (770)
0
production rate in Z
0
decay [4,
6, 7, 16, 17], mainly due to problems in understanding the line shape, the eect of varying
the intensity of the reection in the mass plots was studied. It was found that a variation of
30% in the 
0
intensity resulted in only a 1.2% change in the tted K

(892)
0
intensity and
had a negligible eect on the (1020). Finally a 1.8% uncertainty was added to the systematic
error on the measured (1020) rate to account for the uncertainty on the !K
+
K
 
branching
ratio [23].
7 Inclusive K

2
(1430)
0
production
As the K

2
(1430)
0
is a wide state, with a natural width of 109 MeV [23], additional cuts were
introduced to obtain an improved signal to background ratio in the K mass spectra. In order
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Source of systematic error Error on (1020) rate Error on K

(892)
0
rate
Normalisation of Monte Carlo 0:0014 0:010
Particle identication eciency 0:0056 0:018
Mass resolution 0:0010 -
Bose-Einstein eects 0:0035 0:015
(770)
0
intensity - 0:009
Branching ratio 0:0018 -
Total 0:0071 0:027
Table 4: Systematic uncertainties on (1020) and K

(892)
0
rates.
to reduce the combinatorial background from K and  pairs the selected tracks were required
to pass more stringent quality cuts before particle identication was attempted. The minimum
number of points of dE=dx measurement was increased from 20 to 100 and tracks were required
to have at least ve z space point measurements in the z-chambers. It was found that improving
the dE=dx and momentum measurement in this way was more eective than tightening the
cuts made on the dE=dx weights. The kaon identication eciencies for both data and Monte
Carlo were re-evaluated for this new set of cuts, following the procedures described in section 5.
The K two-particle invariant mass spectra were plotted by combining identied kaons with
all the other tracks in each event. Two regions of x
E
were considered, up to 0.3 and from 0.3
to 1.0. As in the K

(892)
0
analysis the histograms for like and unlike charge combinations were
subtracted bin by bin to emphasise the signal. The resultant `subtracted' spectra are shown in
gure 12. A clear signal is visible for the lower x
E
region, but at large x
E
, the increased eects
of charmed meson production serve to complicate the K mass spectrum. This meant that the
production rate could only be measured over a limited x
E
range.
The multiplicity could not be extracted from the data using the same procedure as for
the vector mesons since the JETSET event sample did not include tensor mesons. The Monte
Carlo data generated using HERWIG did contain the K

2
(1430)
0
, but it could not be used either
in the ts since HERWIG does not correctly simulate the natural widths of resonant states.
(The HERWIG sample was used nonetheless to calculate the acceptance.) Instead the data
were tted to a parameterisation made up of signal and background contributions. Two signal
shapes were tted to the peak, a relativistic Breit-Wigner which is the theoretical shape of the
state, and a simple Gaussian. These shapes were combined with both parabolic and exponential
background functions, yielding four possible t combinations. The ts were carried out over a
mass range from 1.05 up to 1.8 GeV. Initially the mass and width of the signal were allowed
to vary and the resulting parameters were found to be consistent with the nominal values for
the K

2
(1430)
0
[23]. For example, using a relativistic Breit-Wigner signal and an exponential
background the mass and width of the state were determined to be m
K

2
= 1:434  0:010 GeV
and  
K

2
= 0:104 0:032 GeV. For the nal ts these two parameters were xed at the Particle
Data Group default values. An example of one of the ts, using a combination of an exponential
and a Gaussian is shown in gure 12.
Two further signal measurements were made by tting the background functions to the side
bands of the mass spectra. The overall signal was taken as the mean of the values obtained
from the six ts. The deviation from this mean was used as an estimate of the systematic
uncertainty in the signal.
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Source of systematic Error on K

2
(1430)
0
rate
Acceptance determination 0:048
Signal tting 0:027
Particle identication eciency 0:013
Branching ratio 0:005
Total 0:057
Table 5: Systematic uncertainties on the K

2
(1430)
0
rate.
The overall eciency was studied using decays of the K

2
(1430)
0
to K in HERWIG events.
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainties, the acceptance for unrelated K track com-
binations with invariant mass within the tted mass region was also determined from both
JETSET and HERWIG Monte Carlo samples. These combinations have similar kinematics to
those from K

2
(1430)
0
decays. The results from these two last samples were in agreement.
To make a direct comparison of the overall acceptance determined using unrelated K
combinations with that from K

2
(1430)
0
decays in HERWIG the former was reweighted to take
account of the anisotropy of the decay angular distribution in the centre of mass frame of
the two track combination. This distribution would be expected to be isotropic for K

2
(1430)
0
decays but biased towards the jet axis for the background combinations. The acceptance for the
unrelated track pairs was found to be signicantly lower than that measured using K

2
(1430)
0
decays. For this reason the average of the two HERWIG acceptance measurements was used
and the dierence included as a part of the systematic uncertainty.
The overall multiplicity for x
E
< 0:3 was determined to be 0:19  0:04  0:06 K

2
(1430)
0
mesons per hadronic Z
0
decay. The main contributions to the systematic error were from
the signal and acceptance measurements as outlined above. Other smaller contributions came
from K identication eciency measurements and the K

2
(1430)
0
!K branching ratio. A
summary of the systematic errors is given in table 5.
8 Discussion and conclusions
The measurements of (1020) and K

(892)
0
meson production in Z
0
decay reported in this
paper represent a signicant improvement in precision over those previously published. Table 6
shows the measured production rates together with the values obtained from the JETSET and
HERWIG Monte Carlo models. Also listed are the multiplicities obtained from JETSET after
certain parameters had been adjusted as described in [4]. For both the vector states, default
JETSET and HERWIG predict a signicantly larger rate than the measured values. The tuned
version of JETSET is however in agreement with the measured K

(892)
0
rate and within two
standard deviations of the experimental (1020) multiplicity.
The overall shape of the dierential cross sections measured as a function of x
E
(gures 8
and 9) are in good agreement with both Monte Carlo models for x
E
less than 0.5. The Monte
Carlo predictions for the fragmentation functions are signicantly dierent for x
E
> 0:5. In
this region the data for both vector mesons are in somewhat better agreement with HERWIG
than with JETSET.
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Figure 12: Invariant mass spectra for K combinations around the K

2
(1430)
0
mass.
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Figure 13: The variation of 
peak
with mass for various hadron states. Measured data points
are shown as circles. For JETSET Monte Carlo two points are shown for each particle, the
value of 
peak
if inclusive hadrons are considered and that if only those formed directly from
a string are used. For kaons in the Monte Carlo one marker represents both the charged and
neutral states.
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Particle OPAL data JETSET default JETSET tuned HERWIG
(1020) 0:100  0:008 0.191 0.115 0.136
K

(892)
0
0:74 0:04 1.05 0.71 0.87
K

2
(1430)
0
0:19 0:07 { { 0.11
Table 6: Measured and predicted multiplicities for vector and tensor meson production in Z
0
decay. The values for the K

2
(1430)
0
are over the restricted range, x
E
< 0:3.
The dierential cross sections plotted with respect to the variable  = ln(1=x
p
) were found
to be well described by a Gaussian shape. The measured peak positions plotted against particle
mass are shown in gure 13 along with data from other hadron states [1, 3, 24]. The JETSET
Monte Carlo model predicts values of 
peak
which are in broad agreement with the data for all
the measured hadrons. A linear decrease in 
peak
as a function of mass is obtained from the
Monte Carlo when only hadrons coming directly from the string, rather than from decay of a
more massive hadron, are considered, as shown in gure 13. The inclusion of secondary particles
from the decay of other hadrons smears out the simple mass dependence, thus producing the
pattern observed in the data.
The HERWIG prediction for the K

2
(1430)
0
multiplicity in Z
0
decays is consistent with the
measurement. It is likely that the ratio of tensor to vector production rates will be similar for
strange and non-strange mesons. A ratio for non-strange mesons of 0:24  0:07 for x
E
> 0:05
has been measured for the f
2
(1270) and the (770)
0
in [6]. The ratio for strange particles,
K

2
(1430)
0
to K

(892)
0
, from our measurements is 0:29  0:10 for x
E
< 0:3. The two values
agree within rather large errors.
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